Upload Prior Inputs when Repeating an Assessment
As you know, Denplan recommends that DEPPA assessments are completed every two years or
every year if a patient is high risk for perio or caries. This is because risk changes over time.
This new update allows you to upload the inputs from the previous assessment that you conducted
on your patient to save clinical time. Then all you need to do is to review the inputs and make
changes as necessary.

There are two ways you can access this
function. Firstly, on the patient page for
a patient who has been previously
assessed, you will see a new arrow.
Clicking on this will upload the inputs
from the last DEPPA assessment
completed. If you click on Clinician
Assessment, then you will start the
assessment from scratch as before.
Similarly, if you select the Patient
Initiated Assessment, this will not be prepopulated.
The second way is if the patient has
completed the Patient Initiated
Assessment. If you click on Exam date,
then as usual this will take you to the
Clinical Assessment without uploading
the inputs from a prior assessment. If
you click on the date in the second,
highlighted, column then your clinical
inputs will be prepopulated.
If you choose to upload the inputs from
the previous assessment, then a message
appears on the top of the Clinician
Assessment screen explaining where
these inputs have come from. If you
clicked the arrow unintentionally, simply
go back to the previous screen

Remember that you now have the option
to complete the questions for the New
Perio Classification questions whereas
this may not have been present in your
prior assessment

If after reviewing the inputs, you decide
that there are no changes, there will be a
pop up to confirm that this is correct

Once the assessment is submitted, you
will see your report now has a 3rd page
which shows what elements of risk and
health have changed since the last DEPPA
assessment

